DIM SUM
Non-Vegetarian

595

Har gau
Chilean seabass dumpling
Chicken poached dumpling sesame chilli vinegar dressing
Prawn and crab chive dumpling
Spinach prawn and water chestnut
Spiced chicken dumpling
Chicken pot sticker
Chicken and prawn sumai
Lamb dumpling
Char siu bao (BBQ pork bun)
Vegetarian

525

Asparagus and corn dumpling
Vegetable soya mock meat spring roll
Vegetable pot sticker
Crystal dumpling
Vegetable and chive dumpling
Spicy coriander and vegetable bao
Mushroom bao
Vegetable poached dumpling sesame chilli vinegar dressing
Steamed edamame and truffle dumpling
Beijing onion cake

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

STARTER
Seafood
Prawn with Hunan chilli paste
Sliced fish, roasted chilli wild pepper
Stir fried prawn, spicy superior chilli sauce
Crispy calamari, golden roasted garlic
Fried soft shell crab, golden roasted garlic
Crispy fried prawn, oat and curry leaves
Crispy prawn
(Butter garlic/ Butter chilli garlic/
Pepper salt)

1345

Meat and Poultry
Sichuan chilli chicken with peppercorn, lantern chillies and green onion
Saute chicken, dry red chilli
Stir fried minced chicken with water chestnut and roasted pine nut
Konjee crispy lamb
Burnt garlic chicken
Five spiced honey chilli spare ribs
Crispy chicken, sesame chilli honey

995

Vegetarian
Crispy tofu, chilli pepper salt
Stuffed shiitake, five-spice chilli honey sauce
Crispy fried lotus root, chilli honey sauce
Sichuan chilli baby corn
Stir fried shimeji mushroom, dry red chilli and green bean
Wok tossed Tshanghai potato
Sichuan chilli vegetable, bean curd, lantern chilli, cashewnut, sesame oil
#
Wok tossed black and white fungus, celery, lotus root
Crunchy vegetable pepper salt
Crispy sweet corn kernels and water chestnut in wild peppers
Steamed asparagus, bamboo pit
Spicy crispy fried spinach with sesame seeds

725

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

SOUP
Poached wonton, baby pokchoy
Chicken
Vegetable

595
525

Hot and sour
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable

625
595
525

Sweet corn
Seafood
Chicken
Asparagus

625
595
525

Spicy lemon coriander
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable

625
595
525

Spicy jade, coriander and spring onion
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable

625
595
525

Curried scented
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable

625
595
525

Manchow
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable

625
595
525

Spicy crab meat

675

Morel mushroom, Chinese cabbage

525

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

MAIN COURSE
Seafood
Fish “Mala” style, bean sprout, hot chilli oil

1295

Tossed squid, preserved chilli

1295

Sliced fish, pepper, wood ear, chilli mustard sauce

1295

Sweet and sour prawn

1495

Tossed prawn, preserved vegetable and garlic

1595

Pan seared Scottish scallop with snow peas and asparagus in oyster sauce

1595

Stir fried king prawn
Choice of sauce:
Sichuan sauce / ”XO” sauce

1695

Chilean steamed sea bass, sizzled ginger, chilli and spring onion

1995

Steamed Chilean sea bass with pickled chilli

1995

Catch of the day: Pomfret / Red snapper
Choice of sauce:
Sichuan / Black bean / ”XO”sauce

1995

Wok fried lobster
Choice of sauce: Singapore chilli / Black bean / Butter chilli oyster

2095

Whole crab
Choice of sauce:

2195
Singapore chilli / Black pepper

Duck

4500 / 2500

Peking duck
(Traditional Beijing duck served with classic condiments and pancake)
Crispy aromatic duck
(Five spice flavoured crispy duck)

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

Chicken

1025

Cantonese steamed chicken, shiitake ginger and light soy
#

Kungpao chicken
Chicken supreme chilli oyster
Stewed bean curd “Ma Po” style, minced chicken, chilli bean paste
Clay pot chicken with smoked bamboo shoot and dry bean curd in chilli sauce
Black bean chicken, wild mushroom
Sichuan poached chicken, Chinese cabbage and shiitake mushroom
Diced chicken with bell pepper in black pepper sauce

Pork

1095

Char siu rou
(Barbecued roast pork)
Hakka style braised pork belly, superior soy sauce
Home style wok fried pork and vegetable, chilli bean paste
Lamb

1125

Braised lamb shank, spicy fragrant garlic
Sliced lamb with colourful bell pepper and sweet onion in black bean sauce
Stir-fried slice lamb “Yunnan” style, red chilli and Chinese celery

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

Vegetarian

825

Stir fried spinach with dried chilli and slice garlic
Stewed bean curd “Ma Po” style, vegetable, chilli bean paste
Wok tossed pokchoy and shiitake mushroom
Braised eggplant and vegetable, chilli yellow bean sauce
Wothib asparagus, soy coriander sauce
Broccoli, pokchoy, asparagus and wild mushrooms, chilli mustard
Braised tofu and assorted vegetable, soy ginger sauce
Clay pot braised bean curd and wild mushroom with soya pickled mountain chilli
Stir fried kai-lan, slice garlic, Thai chilli
Seasonal vegetable, black pepper sauce / hot garlic sauce
Stir fried greens leafy vegetables, garlic, shaoxing wine
Assorted mushroom and bamboo shoot, chilli oil
Stir fried long beans, dry chilli, black bean sauce
Asparagus with baby corn guilin chilli sauce
Sizzled ginger, chilli and spring onion
Choice of vegetable: Kai-lan / Broccoli, asparagus and fennel

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

BREAD, NOODLE AND RICE
Chinese bread (steamed or fried)
Mantau
Multi flavour noodle
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable
Singapore rice noodle, curry oil flavoured
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable
Wok tossed hakka noodle, pepper, onion and bean sprout
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable
Pan fried noodle
Choice of sauce - Sichuan / soy garlic
Chicken
Vegetable
Stone wok cooked rice
Chicken
Vegetable
Stir fried rice, crunchy burnt garlic
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable
Spicy Sichuan fried rice
Seafood
Chicken
Vegetable
"Yang Zhou" fried rice, roast pork and prawn
Steamed jasmine rice
Wok tossed fried rice with bell pepper, pineapple and cashew nuts
Clay pot cooked rice, assorted mushroom, five spice
Spicy chilli garlic noodle
Wok fried glass noodle with bamboo shoot, mushroom, and bell pepper

625

695
645
595
695
645
595
695
645
595

645
595
645
595
695
645
595
695
645
595
695
595
595
595
595
595

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

DESSERT

625

Batter fried milk cake
Five spice crème brûlée
Darsaan
Chilled longan
Chilled rambutan
Choice of ice cream
Seasonal fruit flambe
Toffee
Banana
Dark chocolate
# Sesame walnut
Pancake
Banana
Date

Indicates vegetarian
Indicates non vegetarian # Indicates tree nuts
Indicates spicy
Indicates very spicy
Please inform our associates if you are allergic to any ingredients. Recipes may contain Monosodium Glutamate unless otherwise requested.
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

SPECIALITY TEA
Chinese white tea

450

Silver needle
It's one of the finest white tea and once reserved for royalty, this hand-harvested tea
has delicate, lingering honey suckle sweetness and is renowned for its sweet taste and
low caffeine content
Imperial white jasmine
Normally, jasmine tea is based on green tea or white tea. The resulting flavour of
jasmine tea is subtly sweet. It is the most famous scented tea in China
King peony
Refreshing smooth and mellow with a peony aroma laced with a sweet honey clove,
which leaves a delicate mouth feel

Chinese black tea
Yunnan gold blue
It is an incredibly robust pure bud. A perfect tea to savour in the morning to kick
start your day. Its underlying sweetness also goes well with a late afternoon meal,
leaving behind a sweet, brisk and flowery taste
Premium qimen mao feng
It belongs to the family of keemun tea, because of which it has its own smooth and
delicate flavour. This premium quality tea has a spice like flavour, smooth on palate with
no acidity. It has a toasty, slightly fruity and a bit of chocolate background
Bohea xiai chi gan
It means "Small Red Sweetness". It is made from the tender leaves giving it a sweet taste,
as you sip into this tea the flavour mellows down, and you get hints of fruity and flowery
long lasting sweet after taste

All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

450

Chinese green tea

450

Hou kui
This finest and perfectly crafted tea leaves are the best awarded in China, comes from
the village Hou Keng located at the foothill. It has a wonderful complex taste with
smooth mouth feel, tastes nutty at the first sip and sweetness at the end,
leaving behind a sweet flowery after taste
Jasmine phoenix pearls
Jasmine pearl tea is created by rolling specially plucked long downy shoots of
Fuding Dabaicha into little pearls which are naturally scented up to multiple times
with fresh, aromatic jasmine flowers. Watch the pearls blossom before your eyes
Imperial dragonwell (LUNG CHING)
One of China's most popular green teas with a mild nutty flavour. Wok firing gives
this tea its unique flat shape

Pu erh

450

Ripe pu erh touch 2008
This select grade of pu-erh tea is compressed into a small birds' nest shape.
Its inky brown infusion is rich and sweet, with mineral earthiness and
characteristic musty aroma

Artisan flowering tea
Blossoming tea shell pearl
Hand crafted Chinese premium blossoming tea which spit out "Pearls" winter sweet
and chrysanthemum flower displaying a spectacle in the glass

All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

695

TEA
Taj house blend
A unique tea blend of Assam and Darjeeling tea, offering an elegant flavour and
a full bodied taste

350

Darjeeling white tea
A rich source of anti-oxidants, this most delicate selection of complete buds is
air-dried by a unique method. The brew has a complete but natural flavour

350

Castleton
A first quality tea which is aromatic, elegant and soft with a mild and discreet flavour

350

Mangalam
Our finest Assam makes a delicious dark amber cup, malty and richly spicy.
The highlight of our Assam selection

350

Dikom
The golden tips of leaves add superior quality and flavour to the tea. It has a zesty and
robust flavour with a richness that lingers on the tongue

350

Earl grey
A black tea essentially flavoured with bergamot oil, named after the Earl of Grey

350

Egyptian chamomile
A light grassy sweet concoction that relaxes muscles and relieves stress

350

Moroccan mint
A delicious spearmint flavour

350

Formosa oolong
Smooth, slightly sweet and toasty

395

Ginseng oolong
King of all teas which will leave a taste of a floral orchid-like aroma and
a lingering sweetness

395

Milk oolong
395
Hand processed, tightly rolled tea with a "milky" taste and silky texture have the
alluring fragrance of sweet cream and pineapple, flavour is smooth with light, orchid notes
All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

SINGLE ORIGIN COFFEE
Indian peaberry
Peaberry is formed when there is only one bean in the cherry instead of two, which
gives the bean a rounded shape and is said to increase the flavour of the bean.
This peaberry is a rich coffee with a nutty and cigar like taste and has no acidity at all.
It has some very fruity overtones with moderate body
Decaffeinated Columbian
The Colombian sets the standards by which the other coffees are measured.
Extremely well balanced with good acidity and body, its rich flavour makes
it a continues favourite
Brazilian Cerrado vintage
Grown in the Cerrado region of Brazil, the coffee is appreciated for its full and
creamy body with a mild flavour
Costa Rican taraazu
This super Arabican bean coffee from Costa Rica is hearty, full bodied,
rich and has a brisk flavour
Java estate
Java's finest golden beans are roasted to yield a piquant aroma.
It displays an exquisite acid balance, a medium body with hint of chocolate
Jamaican Blue Mountain
One of the rarest coffee in the world, grown exclusively in the blue mountain
of Jamaica. This coffee has an intense sweet flavour and a smooth full bodied taste

All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

425

ESPRESSO DRINK
Espresso
A 30ml shot of pure coffee extract
Americano
A style of coffee prepared by adding hot water to espresso.
This results in strong version of brewed coffee
Macchiato
A shot of espresso marked with a touch of deliciously frothy foam
Cappuccino
Single espresso shot with thick steamed milk
Doppio
A double shot of expresso served in a demitasse cup
Café latte
A double espresso shot with steamed milk and light foam

All prices are in Indian rupees and subject to government taxes.

375

